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ABSTRACT
Detecting cracks in thick multi- layered metal structures has historically been a challenge to the
aircraft industry. In order to detect cracks in the inner layers of multi- layered aircraft structures using
current NDE techniques, such as eddy current and radiographic techniques, the aircraft interior must be
removed to access the inner skin. The removal of the interior is a very expensive and time-consuming
process. In recent years a number of new techniques have been under development, with the goal of
detecting fatigue cracks in aircraft structure from the outside skin so that removal of the interior is not
required.
The Remote Field Eddy Current technique for inspection of conductive objects of Flat
Geometries (FG RFEC) has shown promise in detecting deep flaws in multiple- layered aircraft
structures. Recently the authors have been trying to detect deep cracks around aircraft fastener holes
using the FG RFEC technique. Raster scanning with sliding FG RFEC probes can detect very deep
aircraft cracks. However, interpretation of data is complicated by strong fastener signals that are tens or
hundreds of times greater than signals from deep cracks.
Innovative Materials Testing Technologies, Inc. (IMTT) assisted by Ames Laboratory’s
Engineering Services has developed a number of rotational FG RFEC probe prototypes that work with
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IMTT’s Super Sensitive Eddy Current (SSEC) system. The FAA-AANC has provided multilayered
specimens simulating different crack locations at different material depths to help with development of
this technology. Preliminary test results have shown promise in detecting both deep EDM notches and
cracks using rotational FG RFEC probes and SSEC system.
The rotational FG RFEC probe and SSEC system, as well as their working process will be
introduced in this paper. Some typical test results towards automatic centering probe rotation and
detecting crack and EDM notches on the standards simulating different aircraft components will also be
introduced.
Keywords : crack detection, fastener hole, aircraft component, remote field eddy current, nondestructive
inspection, super-sensitive eddy current system, rotational probe, 3D theta-X-Y scan mode, automatic
centering
INTRODUCTION
The FAA Airworthiness Assurance NDI Validation Center (AANC), at Sandia National
Laboratories is conducting experiments for the Federal Aviation Administration William J. Hughes
Technical Center (FAA/HTC) AAR-480, Airworthiness Assurance R&D Branch. One goal of this
program is to promote the development of new eddy current inspection technologies that will have the
ability to detect cracks in thick multi- layered metal structures. This inspection has historically been a
challenge to the aircraft industry. In order to detect cracks in the inner layers of multi- layered aircraft
structures using current NDE techniques, such as eddy current (EC) and radiographic (RT) techniques,
the aircraft interior must be removed to access the inner skin. The removal of the interior is a very
expensive and time-consuming process. In recent years a number of new techniques have been under
development, with the goal of detecting fatigue cracks in aircraft structure from the outside skin so that
removal of the interior is not required.
The FG RFEC technique [1] has shown promise in detecting deep flaws in multiple- layered
aircraft structures [2] – [4]. Recently the authors have been trying to detect deep cracks around aircraft
fastener holes using the FG RFEC technique. Raster scanning with sliding FG RFEC probes can detect
very deep aircraft cracks. However, interpretation of data is complicated by strong fastener signals that
are tens or hundreds of times greater than signals from deep cracks.
IMTT assisted by Ames Laboratory’ Engineering Services has developed a number of rotational
FG RFEC probe prototypes that work with IMTT’s Super Sensitive EC (SSEC) system [5]. The FAAAANC has provided multilayered specimens simulating different crack locations at different material
depths to help with development of this technology. Preliminary test results have shown promise in
detecting both deep EDM notches and cracks using rotational FG RFEC probes and SSEC system.
The final goal of this project is to develop an automatic centering system for the rotational scan
mode that is capable of discriminating cracked fastener signals from crack-free fastener signals, quickly
locating signal electric center, and generating crack signal representative to the detected signal.
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RFEC EFFECT AND FG RFEC TECHNIQUE
RFEC Effect
The remote field eddy current (RFEC) Phenomenon was first observed in metallic tubes, see
Figure 1. When low- frequency AC current is applied to a drive coil placed in a conducting tube, the
pickup coil, that is a few outer diameters (OD) away from the drive coil, senses a signal that is closely
related to tube wall conditions: its thickness, conductivity, and permeability [5]. The most interesting
points are:
1). Signal phase angle has a linear relation with the wall thickness;
2). It detects much deeper flaws in the tube wall and has equal sensitivity to a flaw irrespective to its
location in the tube wall. Skin-depth is no longer the limit of the penetration depth.
3). A typical RFEC response to a defect is a double peak signal, the 1st peak appears when the drive coil
is passing the defect; the 2nd one does when the pickup coil is passing the defect, Figure 2.
Analytical study has revealed the underlying physics of the RFEC phenomenon. The eddy
currents generated in the conducting tube wall restrict the magnetic field generated by the drive coil
going along the direct energy coupling path and to reach the pickup coil, see Figure 1 (It is not clear
where the defect is located in the pipe wall; does the arrow indicate a L to R direction for coil motion
with the pickup coil leading implied from the signals in Figure2—by the way there is no reference to Fig
2 in the text). Instead, the part of energy diffusing along the indirect energy-coupling path dominates at
the remote field region. Therefore, the signal that has reached the pickup coil and sensed by it has passed
the tube wall twice carrying all the information of the tube wall material.
Indirect energy coupling path

Defect

Moving Direction of Two Coils
Direct energy coupling
Pick-up coil

Drive coil
Indirect energy coupling path
Figure 1. Remote Field Eddy Current Phenomenon in a metallic tube

Signals

Drive coil passing defect

Pickup coil passing defect
Time

Real Component, X

Imaginary Component, Y

Figure 2. Typical RFEC response to a defect: double-peak signal
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FG RFEC Probes
If low-frequency AC current is applied to a coil placed on a conducting object of flat geometry,
the RFEC phenomenon does not take place, because there is no restriction to energy diffusion along the
direct coupling path. To make the RFEC phenomenon happen on an object of flat geometry a specially
designed shield/magnetic-circuit unit is used in an FG RFEC probe to block or minimize energy
diffusion along the direct energy coupling path and focus the energy going downwards through the
conducting wall, see Figure 3.
Super-Sensitive Eddy Current (SSEC) System
The signal, sensed by the pickup coil of a FG RFEC probe, can be of extremely small magnitude,
because it has passed the tube wall twice and experienced significant attenuation. An SSEC system with
extremely high gain is used to bring the signal back to a regular level.
An SSEC system can be a piece of PCB inserted in a book-size PC, or a small box, no greater than
a notebook PC, that can plug into a notebook PC through a universal serial bus (USB), see Figure 5. The
system is characterized by its extremely high gain that enable s amplifying the extremely week signals
sensed by the pickup coil of an FG RFEC probe and its capabilities of being incorporated into customer
oriented software for a wide range of applications.
Figure 5 shows the two system configurations.
FG RFEC Probe
Drive Coil

Direct Coupling Path

Pickup Coil

Indirect Coupling Path

Figure 3. Working principle of a FG RFEC probe

RF-4 mm V.3

RF-2 mm V.3

Footprint: 0.85” x 2.15”
Coil Center-to-Center Distance, CCD = 1.15”

Footprint: 0.3” x 0.62”
Coil Center-to-Center Distance,CCD = 0.3”

Figure 4. Photo-pictures of two typical FG RFEC probes
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Monitor

SSEC Board & Software
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In a Book-Size PC
FG RFEC
Probe
Test Panel

B.

Notebook or PC
FG RFEC
SSEC System

Probe

Figure 5. Two configurations of SSEC system:
A. PCB inserted in a book-size PC;
B. Small box, no greater than a notebook PC, that is plugged into a notebook PC
through a universal serial bus (USB).
Distinguishing Features of FG RFEC-SSEC Technique
Compared to the conventional eddy current technique (ECT), the FG RFEC technique with SSEC
system has the following advantages:
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1. Higher sensitivity: capable of detecting a 0.032” dia × 0.026” deep corrosion pit on the backside
of a 0.090” thick aluminum plate;
2. Deep penetration: capable of detecting deeply hidden corrosion & cracks up to 0.80”;
3. Simple to use: similar to a conventional ECT system;
4. Lower power requirement. Current drive power is ~ 0.4 [Ampere-Volt];
5. Capable of being incorporated into customer-oriented software for a wide range of different
applications;
6. Capable of accommodating alternative, non-coil types of magnetic sensors;
7. Capable of driving multi-phase traveling/rotating magnetic wave probes.
CRACK DETECTION & RASTER SCAN MODE
Raster scanning with sliding FG RFEC probes can detect very deep aircraft cracks. Figure 6
shows a photo picture of a five- layer DC-10 Crown standard. Figure 6 shows the image obtained from a
C-scan over the standard top. It can be seen from the image that a 5th layer EDM notch is detected.
However, there are two disadvantages seen from the raster scan mode using a FG RFEC probe:
1. The interpretation of data is complicated by strong fastener signals that are tens or hundreds of times
greater than signals from deep cracks.
2. The sensitivity of an FG RFEC probe is different with the probe orientation.
Top View

Crown Left
Inspected Area
Bottom View

0.3”

0.4”

Crack Detection & Rotational Scan Mode Using Rotational FG RFEC Probes
Figure6 . DC-10 Crown Panel & Inspected Area of This Report
Five layers with a total thickness varying from 0.4” to 0.3”
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No compensation for thickness variation

L13

L14

L15

L16

L23

L24

L25

L26

Detected EDM #1 on the 5th layer EDM
#1
Figure7 . Image obtained from a C-scan over the standard top.
A 5th layer EDM notch is detected.
ROTATIONAL FG RFEC PROBE
To improve the accuracy and sensitivity of the FG RFEC-SSEC system, a series of rotational FG
RFEC probes have been developed by IMTT recently. Figure 8 shows a photo picture of the first
prototype of such a probe.
Miniature
Vacuum

Rotation Guide &
Suction System

Power
Supply

Probe
Assembly
Rotation Guide &
Suction System

Probe
Assembly

Probe head

Figure 8. Photo pictures of the FG RFEC rotational probe, 1st prototype.
During an inspection a prototype rotational FG RFEC probe was attached to the specimen by a
suction system. It was rested on top of each fastener head and was geometrically centered on the
fastener. Rotation of the probe about the fastener center generates a signal that reflects any out-of-
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symmetry of the material around the fastener. A crack is one of the major causes of the out-ofsymmetry; therefore it is detected by such rotational probes. A deep crack can also be detected due to
the deep-penetratio n and high-sensitivity features of the FG RFEC-SSEC system.
Imaginary, Y [volt]

Real, X [volt]

EDM Notch

EDM Notch

edge effect
Sample Points

Imaginary, Y [volt]

edge effect

EDM Notch

edge effect

Sample Points

Real, X [volt]

Figure 9. Signal detected from a fifth layer fastener hole EDM Notch on DC-10 Crown
Standard(you must define ordinate and abcissa units)

MINIMIZING BACKGROUND NOISES
A special probe mode, reflection-differential mode, has been developed with the SSEC system
that works with an FG RFEC probe and built- in real- time algorithms. The mode is to help minimizing
the background noise compared to a crack signal. The algorithm reduces system high frequency
background noise and brings the signal to zero whenever there is no crack and no rapidly varying signal
source are detected.
EDGE EFFECT AND NOISE DISCRIMINATION
A close-to- fastener edge will be “detected”, because it contributes to the non-symmetry of the
fastener. However, an edge-effect signal is different from that of a deep crack by its phase angle, see
Figure 9. We can discriminate it by setting the rotation angle, e.g. to have edge effect signal to lie on the
horizontal axis.
PHASE INFORMATION AND CRACK LOCATION
Cracks located at different layers have different phase information. We can tell the location of a
crack from its signal phase angle.
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CENTERING PROBE ROTATION (1):
THE FIRST CENTERING DEVICE
Experimental test data have shown that the rotation center location has great influence to the
probe signal. Figure 10 shows the first prototype of a manually centering device. The prototype has
made great contribution in helping understand the fundamentals of the scan mode.

Strain-relief
Slip-ring

FG RFEC Rotational probe
Rotation guide/Theta-Y table
X-adjustment screw

Y/theta-adjustment screw
Non-powered suction cups
Figure10. The first prototype of a manually centering device
CENTERING PROBE ROTATION (2):
A CHALLENGE TO ROTATIONAL SCAN MODE
To obtain more accurate information about the rotational scan mode for the FG RFEC-SSEC
system, the second prototype with motorized rotation and X-Y translations was built as shown on Figure
11. The motorization allowed collection of a large amount data in a relatively short time.
Figure 12 shows a set of experimental test results with signal magnitude and impedance
trajectory obtained from a rotating FG RFEC probe at f = 8kHz, as its rotation center moved
continuously across a cracked fastener center from left to right. A 0.148” long 2nd layer EDM notch was
made on the left side of crack hole. The sample was made from two layers of 0.063” thick 2024 T3
sheets. The interval between two adjacent signals was about 8 mils.
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Rotational probe
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Y – control motor
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From Miniature
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Figure 11. First prototype of motorized centering device
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Figure 12. Signal evolution as probe is continuously moving and it rotation center passes a fastener center from
left to right with a 2 nd layer 0.148” long EDM notch made on the left side of the fastener hole (f=8kHz).

Figure 13 shows detailed information about the signals while the rotation center is at the “electric
center” or with the minimum magnitude; while Figure 14 shows signals while probe rotation center is
directly over the fastener center (f=4kHz).
Real, X

Sampling Points

Imaginary, Y

Magnitude

Sampling Points

Sampling Points

Y

X

Figure 13. Detailed the signals obtained from a cracked fastener when the signal magnitude is
at a minimum (at f=4kHz), similar to No.10 in Figure 12.

Real, X

Imaginary, Y

Magnitude

Y

Figure 14. Detailed signals obtained from a cracked fastener when the probe rotation center is
directly over the fastener center.
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The test results shown in Figures 12-14 have clearly indicated that in order to archive the goal of
detecting deep and fine cracks an accurate centering system is extremely important for the rotational
scan mode of the FG RFEC-SSEC system.
(To make things even worse, at the electrical center, where the minimum probe signal is
observed, may not exactly be at the center of the fastener as observed from the surface of a panel, as
shown in Figure 15 ?. Yet there is no prove n explanation found for the phenomenon. The suspected
reasons include the specimen surface condition, non-symmetrical deformation of a fastener during its
installation, non-symmetrical lower layer structure of the specimen, possible backslash in the XY
controlling system of the centering device, etc.
The above test results suggest that an accurate centering of an FG RFEC probe rotation is
absolutely necessary for reliable detection and is a challenge for developing a rotational scan mode.
Meanwhile it is also a great challenge for the successful for development of the rotational scan mode
for the FG RFEC-SSEC system.

A.

B.
Min =
0.0334 v
Min = 0.0165 v

Figure 15. Equi-magnitude contour plot from signals obtained by scanning a rotating FG RFEC
probe around a fastener at f = 4kHz. The observed fastener center was at center of the plot [40 mil, 40
mil].
A. for a crack-free fastener;
B. for a fastener with a 0.148” long 2nd layer crack.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL ϑ-X-Y SCAN
Despite the different patterns shown in Figure 15, these differences can be used to identify
results from a crack-free fasteners and cracked fasteners. In order to make a complete investigation
and to find out the characteristcs of the rotatio nal scan mode, a software program was developed that
generates a 3D ϑ-X-Y scan mode of an FG RFEC rotational probe. In suc h a mode, an FG RFEC probe
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makes a continuous constant-speed rotation, while an X-Y table moves the probe rotation center stepwise according to a planned schedule. The software then analyzes the signal data obtained at each XY
location measuring all possible parameters, such as signal magnitude, from the signal data obtained at
each [x, y] position. Figure 15 shows only one of the parameters that may be used for discriminating
signals of a cracked fastener hole from those obtained from crack-free fastener holes.
CRACK INDICATOR AND FASTENER CENTER INDICATOR
It is obvious that the key for the success of developing the rotational scan mode is to identify two
appropriate parameters based on extensive experimental test data. The two parameters ma y indicate the
followings:
1. Existence of a crack and its size – Crack Existence Indicator (CEI);
2. Location of probe electric center where a probe rotating 360° generates a signal
representative to the detected crack – Electric Center Indicator (ECI).
These two parameters may be constituted from a single physical quantity, such as signal
magnitude; a mathematical formula that comes from math operations on multiple physical parameters
obtained from signal data; an algorithm operating on signa l data. or a combination of these 4
components. Apparently, to identify two such indicators is not a straightforward job; it will take great
amount experimental tests of the rotation FG RFEC probe on different fasteners and under different
conditions.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON CRACK DETECTION
USING SIGNAL MAGNITUDE AS A CEI
As the first try, an indicator, INC-0, was used that has the maximum value of the signal
magnitude when a rotational probe makes a full-circle rotation. It is clear from Figure 15 that for the
crack-free case in such a 3D ϑ-X-Y scan, INC-01, the maximum values of the signal magnitude in each
rotation circle, have a minimum value of 0.0165 v; while for the sample with a crack case has a
minimum value for INC-01 of 0.0334 v. Setting a threshold between these two values allows
discrimination of a cracked fastener from a crack- free fastener.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON FASTENER LOCATION DETECTION
A MAGNITUDE-BASED ECI
The first ECI, currently being using, is also a magnitude-based value. Figures 16 A & B show a
search process for finding the right probe rotation center where the ECI reaches its minimum. Figure 17
shows the detailed information of the crack signal obtained when an FG RFEC rotational probe is
rotating at electric center where ECI has its minimum value in a 3D 3D ϑ-X-Y scan. As a comparison,
Figure 18 shows the detailed information of a crack-free obtained by rotating the probe.
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A

B

Figure 16. The search process to find the electric center for an FG RFEC rotational probe.
A. Search along X when Y = 0.072”;
B. Search along Y, when X = 0.056”, the minimum position of ECI in Figure A.
Real, X

Imaginary, Y

Magnitude, M

Y =F(X)

Figure 17 Detailed information of a cracked fastener hole signal obtained when rotating an FG
RFCE probe at the electric center.
Real, X

Imaginary, Y

Magnitude, M

Y =F(X)

Figure 18 Detailed information of a crack-free fastener hole signal obtained when rotation an FG
RFCE probe at the electric center.
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AUTO-CENTERING SYSTEM –
DEVICE AND SOFTWARE
The final goal of this project is to develop an automatic centering system that is capable of
discriminating cracked fastener signals from crack- free fastener signals, quickly locating signal electric
center, and generating crack signal representative to the detected signal. The work is currently in
progress. A new automatic device of higher accuracy and zero-backslash has just been built, see figure
19. An automatic centering software is also being developed based on the signal data continuously
generated using the 3D ϑ-X-Y scan software on different aircraft standards and panels.
An automatic centering device that is capable of discriminating crack signals, locating signal electric
center, and providing representative crack signals in currently under development and is supported by
FAA William J. Hughes Technical Center.

ϑ rotational

drive motor
Rotational probe carriage
X-axis drive motor

Y-axis drive motor
Protection case

Test panel
Figure 19. Newly built auto-center device (hardware)
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CONCLUSIONS
1. A new probe, FG RFEC rotational probe, is currently under development. It shows a great
potential of rapid detection of deeply hidden cracks and corrosion with high sensitivity and
reliability.
2. Quick and accurate centering of the FG RFEC probe center is a key experimental adjustment in
meeting the important demand of detecting deep and small cracks hidden in aircraft structures
and components;
3. A 3D ϑ-X-Y scan mode has been developed for careful study of the signal characteristics when
an FG RFEC probe is rotating around a crack-free and cracked fastener hole. It ge nerates a
tremendous amount of data that helps in understanding the underlying physics and right
indicators to discriminate crack signals from signals obtained from crack- free fastener holes.
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